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1. INTRODUCTION 
A latin square is an n x n array such that in each row and column each 
of the integers 1, 2, 3 ,..., n occurs exactly once. A transuersaz is a collection of 
n cells, no two of which are in the same row or column. If T is a transversal 
then by 1 T 1 is meant the number of distinct symbols which occur in T. 
The number 1 T 1 is called the size of the transversal. Koksma [2] has shown 
that for all latin squares there is a transversal T such that 1 T 1 > (2n + 1)/3. 
Recently Drake [I] has shown 1 T [ > (3n)/4 for at least one transversal T. 
The purpose of this paper is to substantially improve this lower bound by 
showing that every n x n latin square has at least one transversal containing 
at least n - di distinct symbols. 
2 
An n x n latin square has a transversaI with at least n - di distinct 
symbols. Let S be an n x n latin square. It is well known that S can be 
represented as an n-coloring of the complete bipartite graph as follows: 
Let Kn,n be the complete bipartite graph with vertex classes A = {aI, a2 ,..., an} 
and 3 = {bI , bZ ,..., b,J and let cl, cz ,..., c,, be n distinct coIors. Color 
edge (ai , bJ with C~ if and only if cell (i, j) in S contains the symbol k. Then 
a transversal T of S is equivalent to n parallel edges in Kn,% and the n parallel 
edges in K,,% will have 1 T 1 distinct colors. 
Let T be a transversal in S such that 1 T 1 = t is a maximum and let P 
be the collection of n edges in Kn,n that correspond to T. By renaming the 
vertices in A and B we can assume without loss of generality that 
P = {(a$ , bi) 1 i E 1, 2 ,..., n} and that r = {(ai , bi) 1 i E I, 2 ,..., t} is a collec- 
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tion of t edges with pairwise distinct colorings. Since T was a transversat 
of maximal size in S, n is a maximal collection of parallel edges in Kn,Vl 
with pairwise distinct colorings. We can assume that cl , C~ ,..., c~-~ are the 
colors which do not occur in V. 
Let A1 , & ,..., & and B1 , Bz ,..., Bk be two sequences of sets of vertices 
in ,4 and B with the following properties: 
(1) 4 = {any G-~ ,..., ~+d, ad 4 = h, Ll ,..., h+d, 
(2) Ai C &+1 and Bi C Bi+I , 
(3) I &+I\.4 I = I &+I\& I = TI - f, 
(4) the n - t edges with vertices in Bi+l\Bi which are colored ci all 
have vertices in A j , and 
(5) any edge (a, b) such that a E Ai and b E BI is not colored cj if 
i<j<n-t. 
We show that if AI , A2 ,..., Ak and BI , Bz ,..., Bk are sequences with 
properties (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) and if k < n - t + 1 then we can always 
construct sets Ak+I and Bk+I such that the sequences AI , As ,..., Ak, Ah+I 
md 4 , & ,..., &, Ll also have properties (l), (2), (3), (4), and (5). If 
k < n - t + I construct Ak+I and Bk+I as follows: Consider the k(n - t) 
edges with vertices in Ak which are colored C~ . None of these edges have 
a vertex in BI because of (5) so at least n - t of these edges must have a 
vertex in B - Bk . Choose n - t of these edges and let Bk+I\Bk be the vertices 
of these edges which are elements of B. Let Ak+I = Ak u {q 1 (~7~ , bg) G n= 
and bi E Bk+I\Bk]. Since the sequences AI , AZ ,..., Ak+I and BI , Bz ,..., Bk+I 
satisfy (l), (2), (3) and (4) we only have to verify property (5). Now if (a, b) 
is any edge in r with b E Bj+l\Bj , 1 < j < k, there is an edge (a*, b) colored 
C~ and a* E Aj . As a consequence, if (a, b) is in r with b E Bj+l\Bj , i < j < k, 
there exist edges (a = x1, b = yl), (x2, yJ ,..., (xs , yJ in rr such that the 
edges (x2 , ~~1, (x3 , YA..., bs , Y~-A C.G YJ are dord Cj = cil , ci2 ,...+ ci8 , 
where j=iI>iz>...>i8>l and zeA1. Now suppose e=(u,c) 
is an edge colored c,,, , k+ 1 <m <n- t, with agAk+I and ccBI. 
By (5) Q $ Ak and so u E Ak+I\Ak. If (a, b) is the edge in 7r containing a, then 
b E Bk+I\Bk. Hence by the above remarks there exist edges (a = x1, b = JJ~), 
(x2, J&..., (xs , yJ in Z- such that the edges (x2 , YJ, (x3 , YJ,..., ks , Y.~-A 
(z, yJ are colored C~ = c~, , cis ,..., cc , where k = iI > iz > ... > is > 1 
and z E AI . But then if we remove the s edges (x1 , yl), (x2 , y.J ,..., (x,~ , y,?) 
from n and replace them with the s + 1 edges e = (u, c), (x2 , yl), (x3, y.J,..., 
(x~ , y9-J, (z, yJ we have a set of t + I parallel edges with mutually distinct 
colorings. This contradicts the fact that the maximum number of parallel 
edges with mutually distinct colorings is t and so the extended sequences we 
have constructed must satisfy (5). 
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THEOREM. Every n x n latin square has a transversal containing at least 
n - di distinct symbols. 
ProojI The sequences AI and BI as defined above satisfy properties (l), (2), 
(3), (4), and (5) and therefore can be extended to the sequences AI, A2 ,..., 
An-t+1 ad 4,b ,..., &-t+l satisfying these same conditions. Since 
1 AC+l\Ai 1 = n - t we haven > (n - t)(n - t + l), n > (n - t)z + (n -t), 
n>(n-t)z, dZ>n-t,/Ti =t>n- l&. 
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